INTRODUCTION
The dimensional characterisation of structures on industrial products is fundamental for the assessment of the functionality and for the quality control. Measuring tasks on micro-and nanostructured components are very complex and different due to their high variety on raw materials, functions and geometries. The industrial production of micro-and nanostructured parts and systems expedites the development of adequate metrology for quality control. Furthermore there is the industrial request for measuring instruments solving all measuring tasks on the measuring object preferably fully automated. This means all measuring tasks should be solved using only one instrument. Multisensor coordinate measuring machines are the metrological basis for using more sensors to solve various measuring tasks on one measuring object without fixing changes. These machines offer considerable advantages e. g. high flexibility, short measuring times and ways. But for an adequate usage there is the requirement of a high knowledgelevel on the parts of the user [1] . A first way to improve this situation is to develop tools which give assistance in inspection planning to the user.
In general, inspections of micro-and nanostructured components have to cope with a huge number of inspection features on one measuring object only. Typically very small features for example 100 nm wide structures are distributed over a large area of several square millimetres. This is a challenging task. With the nanopositioning and nanomeasuring machine developed at Ilmenau University of Technology, subnanometre resolution and nanometre uncertainty in a measuring volume of 25 × 25 × 5 mm 3 have been demonstrated in the last few years. In practice, however, there are too many different requirements for sensing surfaces or for detecting structures [2] . In order to perform 3D-coordinate measurements within the micro-and nanometre range a combination of different sensors must be utilised [3] . These sensors should be different in relation to their physical measuring principle and their measuring scale.
There are several physical principles according to which probes can be realized. Every probe, either non-tactile or tactile, shows specific advantages and disadvantages. Solving all these various measuring tasks is not possible by means of only optical or only tactile probes. It is very important to be able to select the optimal sensor for a specific measurement task [2] .
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sensors with very different measuring range and very different measuring resolution (Figure 1 ). It is characterised by the internal information processing between the different sensors and enables the stage to stage accuracy-dependent inspection of micro-and nanostructured 3D features. Those specifics must be taken into account at inspection planning and at the execution of inspection plans [3] .
In section 2 the main problems of inspection planning in the micro-and nanoscale will be summarised. Furthermore general tasks of inspection planning will be described. The topic of section 3 is the conceptual approach to an assistance tool for inspection planning. In section 4 possible concepts rules for measuring strategies will be discussed. Finally in the concluding section the major results are summarised.
STATEMENT OF CURRENT PROBLEMS
The main tasks of inspection planning can be presented as answers of the questions illustrated in Figure 2 . The question: "What should be inspected?", yields to the measuring object and its inspection features. The question: "Who is to be responsible for the inspection?, or "Who should realise the measurement?", depends on the used measuring instruments and yields to the operators. "With which instrument should the inspection be executed?", yields to the measuring instruments especially adequate sensors. "How should the measurement be executed?", yields to the measuring strategy and is one of the most complicated questions. And finally "When should the inspection be executed?", yields to the course of action in the production chain and depends on the measuring time.
Furthermore there are interdependencies between the most parts of inspection planning. For example the measuring time depends on the measuring strategy and the selection of an adequate measuring instrument depends on the given tolerances and specifications of the inspection feature. The determination of a potential inspection strategy poses a big challenge for the inspection planner, especially if the sensor selection and the inspection strategy are correlated. All these elements of inspection planning can not be established without considering all the others. Therefore often control loops are used for inspection planning [3] . Figure 3 illustrates the typical course of action of the planning process in a simplified way. The backward arrow represents the iterative process of sensor selection-and strategy planning based on the given tolerances of the inspection feature. Due to the large number of inspection features on multi-scaled devices under test, the realisation of the sensor selection in a manual way is very costly in terms of time, is based on the inspection planners know-how and can cause rough errors. The selection and assignment of capable sensors to the different inspection features of a micro-and nanostructured device under test is actually realised manually by the inspection planner. The inspection planner has to be well schooled in the technical characteristics of all available measuring instruments/sensors.
For measurements on micro-and nanostructured components different approaches are established. But not only the geometry of the measuring feature determines the sensor selection. Also structures in the work environment, which influence the accessibility, as well as material-and surface properties are crucial for the sensor selection [5] . Furthermore, the bandwidth of possible application areas is not exhaustively investigated yet for some of the newer sensors. For simplifying the process of inspection planning and to reduce quality cost, it should be worked out if the selection of a capable sensor can be realised automatically. In a first step an assistance tool for sensor selection should be prepared to check the user's acceptance, too [6] . Secondly, concepts for measuring strategies will be developed. Additionally in consequence of the large number of inspection features in the micro-and nanoscale huge measurement data will be generated. This requires adequate hard-and software systems for the data handling.
ASSISTANCE TOOL FOR SENSOR SELECTION
The main parts of inspection planning are especially the selection of a capable measuring instrument respectively sensor and the design of adequate inspection strategies. Therefore, extensive interrelations between the sensors and possible inspection features and also detailed information on sensor parameterisation have to be implemented. For general measurements the automated sensor selection would require an immense database with regularities for the assignment of a capable sensor and for the sensor parameterisation. Only for reiterative measurements, as usual in series production, the fully automated inspection planning is efficient and conceivable within custom-made measuring systems [4] .
In a first step the methodology of sensor selection should be fragmented to prepare an assistance tool for inspection planning. From these items general rules should be deduced. The previous knowledge of sensors as well as materials and surfaces of devices under test should be provided by the assistance tool. If all information on available sensors is implemented, the sensor selection is a complex decision problem. In [7] an assistant system is presented which is divided into a hardware and a software system. The hardware assistant system uses general rules of thumb and expert knowledge whereby the software assistant system is based on simulations and uses neural networks and generic algorithms for the optimisation of the measurement.
Acquisition of sensor-specific properties
In dependence on the functional principle of the used sensors all for the inspection task relevant sensor-specific information should be determined and systematically classified. Therefore the inspection task based measurement uncertainty should be analysed for the determination of operation area limits. Operation areas of several sensors should be confined in relation to their application. Assets and drawbacks of several sensors should be experimentally analysed by means of selected samples of inspection features.
The technological prerequisites of measurements on microand nanostructured quality features have to be defined. Therefore material properties of the surface, technological manufacturing processes and the geometry of the inspection feature have to be taken into account. Additional intrinsic properties of the sensor have to be determined for the selection of an adequate inspection equipment respectively sensor. Within a database criteria for possible inspection features should be assigned to available sensors considering the specifications of the inspection feature. This database is the foundation of the automated sensor selection of micro-and nanostructured inspection features. Often a main part of necessary information on the inspection feature can be taken from the CAD-data. The sensor selection can be realised using an inference method based on the information about the measuring spectrum of each sensor stored in the database. Compulsory selection criteria are in addition to the technical feasibility, the measurement range of the available sensors and the maximum permissible measurement uncertainty corresponding to the specification of the quality feature. The sensor selection should be realised comprehensible and reproducible according to logical defined rules.
Knowledge-based method
Knowledge-based principles of decision theory are used for assigning inspection features and capable sensors. Thereby constructive algorithms should be used for the concentration of information and for the realisation of automation. It is the aim to reduce the influence of the inspection planner insofar as equal measuring tasks yield to the same sensor selection.
At the moment inspection planning is effected in dependence on the state of the planner's knowledge. For this reason it is not enough to upgrade the accuracy of the sensors. A multitude of measurement-specific parameters has to be determined for predefining the measuring strategy, which is an essential part of inspection planning. The parameter setting has a considerable effect on the measuring result. On that account it is needed to develop approaches to inspection planning in which the preparation of the inspection plan is less dependent on the individual measurement technician's state of knowledge.
The sensor selection takes up an essential position within the knowledge-based inspection planning. The automation of sensor selection would reduce the measurement times, the measurement uncertainty and would advance the usability as well as reduce the planning effort. Experiments to the measurability of different multistructured inspection features are realised as a first step to the central aim. In the following the stepwise procedural method of automated sensor selection using measurability experiments is itemised: a) definition, characterisation and classification of the inspection feature b) experiments to measurability on the available sensors/sensor systems c) evaluation of experimental results:
 feasibility of the measuring task  documentation of capable parameter settings and inspection strategies  measuring condition requirements  expression of the measurement uncertainty  measuring time d) transfer of results in the database.
Based on the measurement experiments a systematic structure has been developed for automated sensor selection, which depends on possible criteria e. g. physical measuring principle, dimensionality of the inspection structure (direction sensitivity) and surface properties. Figure 4 demonstrates one of the experiments, especially the measurement of a microlens. The multi-scaled approach becomes apparent. Some inspection features especially the surface structure (Figure 4d) ) are measurable only with highresolution sensors. The external dimensions of the lens are measurable with standard image sensors, whereas special properties, for example the edge (Figure 4b ) and c)) are analysable only with high-resolution 3D-sensors.
A software tool with the implemented systematic structure for sensor selection has been developed for the inspection planning support. The systematic of the software tool was verified based on test measurements.
The software tool distinguishes between typical devices under test and non-established inspection features. For typical or rather established mechanical components e. g. silicon wafers, ball-grid arrays or injectors varied experiences for capable measuring strategies are available. For this, current literature researches into new measuring methods and measuring results were executed and experts were consulted.
After selecting an established device under test, in the most cases, further properties for selection are offered. For nonestablished inspection features a systematic goal-oriented questioning-system is implemented, which is based on the principle of the decision-tree and yields to capable sensor selection. Furthermore, the software tool includes an interactive help function, which illustrates the operation instruction of the tool and describes the principles of all available sensors and gives definitions of used technical terms. Basically, both ways should yield to the same result in the proposal of capable sensors for the respective measuring tasks.
DISCUSSION OF STRATEGY CONCEPTS
The fundamental strategy of measurements with coordinate measuring machines is based on the analysis of single measurement points. These points are used to calculate geometry elements which approximate the inspection feature or serve as foundation for the calculation of the inspection feature.
Dimensional measurements are always associated with fitting algorithms for the appropriate geometry elements. Therefore within the framework of inspection planning the coordinates of touch points are defined. In this connection the number and the position of the touch points are very decisive (radiusmeasurement in Figure 2 ). This general inspection strategy is well-established. The most producers of coordinate measuring machines offer software applications for the inspection planning. The familiar software applications (Calypso, Quindos) support the import of CAD-data for the definition of measuring points. Using this kind of software, inspection planning can be realised automatically. In principle, this is common practise for tactile-and image sensors and it is used for the most dimensional measurement tasks in the macroscale.
That approved approach can not be translated by implication into the micro-and nanoscale. Even if tactile-and image sensors can be used, CAD-data of the measuring object are not always available or there are excessive deviations between these data and the real unit under test. However, if the topography or also the structures are not known from the available CAD-data, this can turn out to be a real challenge. Here again, image processing may be helpful.
The essential difference is that sensors with other measuring principles are used in the micro-and nanoscale.
In the last few years scanning probe techniques have been rapidly developed. The advantage of scanning sensors is the very high flexibility for adaptation to different scanning areas. These probing systems can acquire measuring data only by scanning the surface sequentially and point-by-point. For measurements on different micro-and nanostructured step height standards uncertainties of less than 1 nm were reported [2] . The result of measurements with these sensors on smallscale coordinate measuring machines are huge 3D point cloud data. Scanning sensors are e. g. the atomic force microscope (AFM), the white-light interferometer and the laser scanning microscope. Scanning force microscopes are able to measure surfaces with a very high vertical (< 1 nm) and a high lateral resolution (< 10 nm). When inspecting nanostructured features surface metrology and dimensional metrology melt together. Exemplary at AFM measurements the recorded raw measuring data have to be interpreted respectively deconvoluted according to the existing physical as well as geometrical interactions between tip and sample. Otherwise wrong measuring results will be attained [3] .
One great challenge of measurements with scanning sensors is to analyse the high volume of measurement data. The second problem is that the strategy used for tactile and image sensors is not capable [8] . Whereas in the macroscale measuring points are defined before the measurement, by using scanning sensors the complete scanning area is measured. The result, a 3D point cloud has to be analysed (Figure 4c) ). Initially it is unknown which points should be used for evaluating the measuring feature. And it would be hard going to select each point based on the image of the point cloud in particular. The available inspection planning software applications do not have the ability to handle such amount of data.
The following approaches are possible ways to analyse the measurement data of scanning sensors.
o A segmentation software delivers segmented point clouds with fitted geometry elements. o Relevant for the quality of the measurement is to answer the questions: "How good was the fitting process?", respectively "Which points are used for the final fitting?". If all these ways will not be successful than functional tests which are usually executed after the assembly of the whole micromechanical product are an alternative way.
The problem of inspection planning is, to solve the special measuring tasks directly connected with the quality of the part to be tested. However, every sensor presents various advantages and disadvantages. The selection of the best probe and the best strategy depends on several parameters of the measuring task [4] .
CONCLUSIONS
There has been a constant improvement of measuring machines and sensors as well as of manufacturing processes. An essential contribution to the improvement in efficiency and usability can be fulfilled by the preparation of knowledge and rules for inspection planning especially for assigning capable sensors to current inspection tasks.
The well known methods and procedures for inspecting macroscopic features respectively the working principles they stand for, was investigated regarding their applicability in inspecting purposeful features at micro-and nanostructured components. Many of the known inspection strategies in dimensional metrology are not likely to be of use under these conditions but some may prove being very useful.
The main result of this paper is the statement that automation of inspection planning yields to objectification of the measurement, reduction of the measurement uncertainty and the measuring time as well as the increase of usability and the reduction of the planning effort.
Topics of further research include methodologies for optimising the measurement strategy and sensor parameter setting using simulations. Thereby the expression of the measurement uncertainty is essential for the inspection planning especially the sensor selection.
